for Fighting is actually one man, John Ondrasik

Punk group The Psychedelic __ was originally RKO, then Radio

Fred Durst is the lead singer of __ Blzkit

Melon disbanded in 1999, but reformed in 2006

Me First and the Gimme Gimmes is known as a __ band

Death Cab For __ got their name from a song in a Beatles movie

Flogging __ is an Irish American punk band

Composer Danny Elfman was an early member of Oingo __

Eleven sang the hit "One Thing" in 2003

Dolls has two lead singers: Johnny Rzeznik & Robby Takac

There are no women in the group Barenaked __

Stone Temple __ were almost known as Stereo Temple Pirates

Hoobastank's "The__;" made it to #1 in 2004

Kajagoogoo is best known for the single ""___"" from 1983

Lynyrd Skynyrd defended this state, but were not from it

The term 'foo __' originated in World War II

Dee Snider is the lead singer of __ Sister

"Hold My Hand" and "Let Her Cry" are by Hootie & The __

The Dead __ are a hardcore punk band from San Francisco

Rob Thomas is the lead singer of __ Twenty

Eddie Vedder is the lead singer of this grunge group

The 1980s group T'Pau got their name from this sci-fi series

The 1980s New Wave group, __ is best known for "Obession"

The biggest hit for the Fine Young __ was "She Drives Me Crazy"

They sang "Dance Hall Days" and "Everybody Have Fun Tonight"

They sang "Cruel Summer", "Venus", and "I Heard a Rumor"

Chumbawamba's song "__" chorus starts with "I get knocked down…"

This infamous group had their 1990 Best New Artist Grammy revoked
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